
Dear Mr Brownlee, 
Please reconsider the DA for 30m floodlights to be erected metres from my back fence. 
I won’t waste your time going through dozens of bullet points on all the reasons why it’ll negatively impact the 
community - aside from one. 
There’s no parking allocated to these ovals and it’s already a bloody nightmare on existing sport days. To 
double the size of the playing grounds and extend the hours into the evening is going to make our lives pretty 
miserable. 
I’m ok if you stick them up on the oval adjacent to Freshwater High School, because at least there’s a 
designated carpark. 
Thanks for reading and keep up the good work. We live in an incredible part of the world and I hope we can 
find a way to work through this so it’s not having such a heavy impact on local families. 
Regards
Nick McDonald | Co-founder & CFO
ThinkHuge Ltd 
E-mail: nick@thinkhuge.net
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Sent: 19/11/2020 8:20:48 PM
Subject: Flood lights at back gate - DA 2020/ 1063


